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Here is a list of the best Russian textbooks for beginners. Hi! The Russian textbook gives you a structure – a path, from pages 1 to 200. It teaches you the alphabet, grammar, writing, reading and everything you won't learn from reading articles online. I know you've read enough. Are textbooks the answer to the whole language? No. But they are a safe and reliable start to the
Russian. Please share this if you find it useful! All books have links, so click on them to find out more on Amazon. Links are my Amazon affiliate links 1. Sputnik: Introductory course of Russian language I think this is one of the best Russian textbooks to start with. For? First of all, a lot of textbooks, straight from Russia, are...... old, dry and too formal. Soviet style old. Sputnik is a
very modern textbook; 2014. Sputnik covers (1) reading, (2) writing, (3), listening – audio is guaranteed – and (4) speech skills. Completing is like completing one semester in college. The 234-page very thorough explanation includes access to a website for you to get complementary audio NOT boring &amp; intended for beginners/ introductory level of pupils includes a workbook,
but is sold separately 2. Russian Stage One: Live from Russia: Volume 1 Universities use this book. You get a textbook, workbook, CD and DVD – all of which are used together. This lets you learn to read, write, listen and talk – with this kit. Books won't teach you to talk and listen. Excellent general presentation following the lives of young Russians in Moscow through 6 units
upgrading each other. Also check volume 2. 3. Live Russian language, Complete Edition This is the perfect set. You get three courses books. You get 9 CDs and the entire program is designed to take you from beginner to Advanced. This will give you a decent basis in Russian grammar along with vocabulary enough for daily communication. In general, a big pile of resources
together. 4. Penguin Russian course: The perfect course for beginners seems to be that many students love this book. This book teaches you 1,500 vocabulary, teaches you Russian examples and tenz – all in logical, step by step format. Oh, and he's got rehearsals. It's not a book called learn some Russian phrases with phrases but a real and solid introduction to language. Great,
even if you don't know any Russians. But only if you're serious. Learn 1500+ words learn Russian grammar 5. Russian dolls Take it by your address. Russian for dolls is a gentle introduction to Russian. Much easier, slower to move – so you understand what you learn. Over 384 pages and bonus cd that comes with it. You can learn russian conversation with this – but it won't teach
you the Russian alphabet. Cyrillic is not used – only English novelisation. Very simple. Good as a source, but not a direct source of learning. If you want a SAFE start, this is one of the best Russian textbooks to start with. Good for students who know ZERO Russian You will not learn Good for learning word and vocabulary for basic conversations 6. The Everything Learning
Russian Book with CD. It's definitely not a boring book. And most of them are. That's a great rookie. He's teaching you how to read. It is clear and combines language with culture in every chapter. You can easily progress from basic lectures to more complex lectures without being beaten by grammar rules. 304 pages + audio CD. A total of 304 pages + 19 chapters Audio CD
teaches you to read mostly grammar-oriented 7. Russian for beginners This is a newbie approach to Russian grammar. You'll also learn 4,000 words. And it's all done in a span of 42 lessons – 384 pages. This gem was written in the 1960s and is still used today. The good news is, it's working. In addition to teaching, the authors also provide learning advice on grammar and
memory. If you know that, it's... it was written in the 60s, so it's not modern. 8. Russian full circle: First-year Russian textbook This is another well-laid and comprehensive initial textbook. As with most Russian textbooks, it focuses on the foundations of Russian – grammar and vocabulary. However, it does not have the answer key to the tutorial that you get. A safe option for
beginners. The best Russian textbooks for intermediate Learners &amp; Upper Beginners. 9. Russian: From intermediate to advanced In terms of intermediate books, this is one of the best Russian textbooks. On 466 pages, this book is massive and for good reason; promises to take you from Intermediate to Advanced. In 10 chapters, you'll improve speech, reading, vocabulary,
and grammar. Plus, he has excellent reviews on Amazon and has written Russian professors at UCLA. For 3 &amp; 4 year old students of Russian language will increase your vocabulary by 1600-1800 Promises... Talking: help you with conversations with reading trust: understand the main ideas and details when reading listening: understand the main ideas and details when
listening to writing: you can use the most common grammatical patterns with the trust of the best Russian textbooks for intermediates &amp; Advanced Learners. 10. In Puta: Russian Grammar in Context, 2nd edition, most Russian textbooks are academic, this one is intended for every day of life. Learn language and grammar for basic conversations, daily activities of everyday life
and things you usually talk about in general. Inside you also get conversational exercises, examples, reading exercises such as biographies and poems – based on real life situations. Since this book is written with Grammar in mind – and knowledge of Grammar is certainly the path to a fluent and spoken – I recommend it. For middle and advanced students. 11. Advanced Russian
through history Just as the title says, you learn the Russian language by learning Russian history. From the 9th century to 1990 after Soviet times. However, all the text does not expect any pictures. In each chapter you get a Russian excerpt, on the CD (if available) and homework for learning websites. The aim is to help you understand and speak/argue at academic level. Way... I
also RussianPod101.com (click here) for their Audio and Video Lessons. Yes, it's not a textbook, but it's perhaps the best online course for speaking, listening and mastering the Russian conversation. This site would be a complete addition with whatever Russian textbooks or dictionary you use. Check it out and decide for yourself. You want more? Do you have the best Russian
textbooks you swear and recommend? Please leave me a comment. I've read it all. I'll add more when I come along. Chief drug addict P.S. I recommend to Russian students. If you really want to learn Russian with effective Audio &amp; Video lessons from real teachers – Sign up for free at RussianPod101.com (click here) and start learning! Below are free online books (PDF) to
help you learn Russian. A book dedicated to a wide range of debating topics in Russian. It consists of 10 topics (At the post office, We go to a concert, cinema..., Let's go to a friend's house, Sport and others), each theme is equipped with sound and tutorials, answers to which you can find at the end of the book. Topics are presented as dialogues, an unknown vocabulary is
translated into English, and a thorough breakdown of grammar is included for some words and expressions. The book targets students at B1-B2 level. Download: It is aimed at A2-B1-level students and contains ten grammatical themology thematics with quizzes and tutorials based on Russian songs. We hope you enjoy it! Download to PDF This book is directed at A2-B1 level
students who want to revise or strengthen certain grammar areas that meet these language levels. The exercises can be completed on-line in any order and the result will be known immediately after the end. Download to PDF This book is directed at B1-B2 level students who want to review or reinforce some of the word theedas that correspond to these language levels. The
exercises can be completed on-line in any order and the result will be known immediately after the end. Download in PDF This guide is intended for foreign students who know russian language at basic and intermediate level (A2-B1) who want to enrich their vocabulary and learn about some elements of Russian culture and Russian tradition. The book consists of ten short texts
translated into English and provided with tutorials that can be done online. Download in PDF This book is directed at B2-C1 level students who want to revise or strengthen certain grammatical topics that correspond to these language levels. The exercises can be completed on-line in any order and the result will be known immediately after the end. Download and PDFLessons
start from 4.5 €! Your first lesson is free! Check in now! Warranty of books for Russian-language students. The overall score of the book is several factors, including the number of people who voted for it and how high these voters ranked the book. You must have a good account to vote for. If you want to vote on existing books from the list, there is a voting link for this book in
addition to each book that you click, this book will add to your votes. If you want to vote on books that aren't in the list or books that you haven't found in the list, you can click on the tab to add books to that list, and then choose from books or simply search. Search.
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